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Identifying and reaching the right audiences is among advertisers’ most important tasks. But
what types of data are advertisers, publishers, and their partners using to facilitate targeting?
We’ll be covering this and more during our upcoming webinar, "Ad Targeting in the Extended
Identity Crisis," on July 15 at 2pm ET. We look forward to seeing you there!
Google’s Chrome Team stress-tested the digital ad world by announcing in early 2020 that the
browser—the world’s most popular—would deprecate third-party cookies within two years.
Vendors, publishers, agencies, and advertisers scrambled to understand what would take
cookies’ place, and how they would identify and target their audiences without them. Google’s
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announcement in June 2021 that cookie deprecation would be delayed by almost two years
has given marketers and their partners more time to test and integrate new solutions—but
also a longer period of uncertainty.
As late as Q4 2020, research from email ad monetization platform LiveIntent found that
almost eight in 10 US marketers and publishers were still relying primarily on third-party
cookies to determine the identity of their audiences. Multiple ad tech execs have told us since
June that “advertisers will be transacting on cookies until the day they can’t anymore.”

The exact targeting options that will exist after cookie deprecation are unknown, because
Google’s Privacy Sandbox proposals are all on a delayed timetable. The main Privacy
Sandbox targeting-related proposals are:
Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC). Machine learning within the browser analyzes the web
history of that browser and matches it up with thousands of other browsers with a similar web
history. Each cohort, or FLoC, is assigned an identiﬁer that can be used to target ads, and the
assignment is updated regularly.
First Locally-Executed Decisions over Groups (FLEDGe). This is the Privacy Sandbox
proposal to replicate retargeting.
The Privacy Sandbox proposals are meant to cover impressions to users that aren’t
authenticated (i.e., logged in) or enriched with data in some other fashion (e.g., as part of a
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publisher-created audience segment based on behavior over time on a single domain). We
expect these proposals to eventually constitute a “bottom tier” of targeting options, where
advertisers can continue to reach users at a one-to-one or otherwise microtargeted level in
some logged-in environments and can use probabilistic methods of identifying users in some
other environments as well.
Google’s delay wasn’t exactly unprecedented. Apple had originally announced its
AppTrackingTransparency (ATT) framework would go into e ect in September 2020, and
that change was put o until April 26, 2021. Under ATT, users must opt in to allow advertisers
to track them across devices, on a per-app basis. Previously, users had been able to opt out
of sharing their Identiﬁer for Advertisers (IDFA). App developers and other advertisers
expected opt-ins to be low.
Mobile measurement partner AppsFlyer reported that during the last week of June, 40% of
US users who were shown an ATT prompt opted in to tracking, translating to an average of
36% per app. Not all users are shown the prompt—some aren’t, and are simply set not to be
tracked, like those who had already turned on Limit Ad Tracking (LAT).
AppsFlyer also reported ﬁnding that IDFA availability could be a ected by the way app
developers set up their SDKs to load. If developers make sure to call their attribution SDK a
few seconds after displaying the prompt, they can make sure to capture all possible IDFAs.
AppsFlyer reported that at the end of June, apps that made sure to trigger its SDK after the
prompt had a 25% IDFA availability rate in the US, compared to a rate of 14% among apps
where the SDK wasn’t timed this way.
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